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The relationships among architecture, human and environment have been again put into discussion 
since the phenomenology in architecture asked to pay more attention to the phenomena of site and 
restore the characteristics of space. These are similar to the point view of the post-modernism which 
calls on attentions to civilizations and histories of different regions. But the first one will dig deeper into 
the existence in psychology if the architecture gets out of the materialization. All these have some 
common with the Chinese traditional artistic concept——Poetic Imagery. 
The construction of Poetic Imagery includes “view in subject” and “view of environment” which are 
the key triggers to generate Poetic Imagery. “View in subject” is relative to the practitioner’s personal 
interests and artistic training. And “view of environment” is relative to the following examples: vacancy 
both in forms and perception; vacancy in some phenomena as whiteness, transparency and silence; and 
the deep-rooted meanings which hide behind the “view of environment”, such as the characteristics of 
site and the coming relationship to human being. 
It’s uncertain what kind of Poetic Imagery may come along. On the basis of agreeing that Imagery is 
the premise of Poetic Imagery, I lend the concept “contextualization” from urban sociology and begin to 
study Poetic Imagery. Contextualization of Imagery is the higher compass of human’s cognition of 
world. It can reinforce the sense of belonging in space and the relation between human and the 
environment, and also include the emotion which human may give to the world he lives in, the society 
he belongs to, the environment he is familiar with and the life he has. Through all these, I may control 
the mentality of special civilization behind the characteristics of space.  
Shape, of course, is the key point of the building, but it’s not the final result the building will give us. 
So to study the emotion in space and look for the complicated relation between human and the world he 
lives in, I will lend the method from Phenomenology, have the perception as the basis, try to get rid of 
the forms and finally pay attentions back to the purest characteristics of space. 
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1.1 问题的提出及相关综述 
1.1.1  问题的提出 




（Pruitt Igoe 居住区）的三个街区（见图 1-1），为
何这个曾经获得 AIA 嘉奖，严格体现现代主义纯净建






















                                                        
①
 山崎实或雅马萨奇（Minoru Yamazaki，1912 年 12 月 1 日—1986 年 2 月 6 日），美国已故日裔建筑师，生
于西雅图，作品中以纽约的世贸中心 知名。 
②
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